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Brussels, 20/04/2012 

 

In Preparation of the Vote in Parliament on the Resource Efficiency Report, 25/04/2012 

(Rapporteur: Gerbrandy) 

 
Municipal Waste Europe is a non-profit association which represents European municipalities and their waste 

management companies, in their responsibility to manage municipal waste. The members of Municipal Waste 

Europe represent 14 Member States of the European Union, through national public waste associations, which serve 

over 60% and up to 95% of their national population. 

 

One of the key issues for the European municipalities is the promotion of the responsibility of local and regional 

authorities for waste management as a service of general interest. Throughout Europe, municipalities are responsible 

for the recovery of material resources from European households. The members of Municipal Waste Europe 

therefore play a pivotal role in driving Europe to becoming more resource-efficient. In effect, the members of 

Municipal Waste Europe are the bridge between the actors in resource efficiency, the citizens and thus the public. 

 

Resource Efficiency Report 
Municipal Waste Europe welcomes the Resource Efficiency Report. The report underlines the importance of 

recovering resources in waste, to secure raw materials for European industry in years to come. Throughout Europe, 

municipalities are responsible for managing and developing collection and treatment of waste generated from 

households. These municipalities will be a key partner in the resource strategy which aims to recover resources from 

waste. The most important factors underlying this role are the direct contact that they have with their citizens, for 

organisational and educational purposes, and the ability of municipalities to achieve economies of scale, which result 

from the execution of their responsibility to collect and ensure the treatment of all waste arising from the households 

in their municipality.  To split this responsibility would lead to inefficiency in waste handling and the risk of losing 

resources which are needed by European industry.  

 

To implement their responsibilities and achieve optimum resource recovery from waste, municipalities have to have 

the flexibility to take decisions and to make the necessary investments. With this in mind, Municipal Waste Europe 

puts forward the following amendments and explanations for the report: 

 
Services of General Interest – Collection and treatment of separately collected waste for recycling from 

private households is as a service of general interest (SGI) 

 

According to the European Court of Justice Member States are only allowed to grand enterprises special 

permissions if this is inevitable for the company to fulfil its assigned duties. 

Article 86(2) EGV/ Art. 106(2) AEUV here forms the basis and legitimization of the lawfulness of 

monopoly service providers. 

Whether waste management enterprises are subject to exclusive rights in comparison to private 

competitors depends on three criteria under Article 86(2) EGV/ Art. 106(2) AEUV:  

 

1) Citizen value before shareholder value - MOTION AGAINST 

 

Proposed by MEP Sirpa PIETIKÄINEN (Christian democrat/Finland - Also Vice-chair of 

the committee on internal market) 

 

2a. Calls on the Commission to make clear that the collection and treatment of 
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separately collected waste for recycling from private households should not be 

entrusted only to public undertakings; 

 

Comments from Municipal Waste Europe:  

The issue of primary importance here, is that a private enterprise is called upon to deliver services of 

general interest to society. There needs to be a clear connection between the company’s aim and its 

compliance with the general interest. Economic calculations have to be subordinate to the enterprise’s 

ambition to serve the public purpose. In the EU Commission’s White paper on services of general 

economic interest (2004) such services are characterized as economic activities that are served in 

accordance with public interest. 

 

Within the meaning of Article 86(2) EGV/ Art. 106(2) AEUV such public interest applies if the 

enterprise’s economic behaviour serves a legally binding purpose. An enterprise is obliged to satisfy this 

purpose even if the implementation is opposed to its business self-interest. Thus, citizen value clearly has 

to take precedence over shareholder value.  

This is the reason for which Services of General Interest include municipal waste collection and 

management, as this service may often be a cost rather than a source of income, which public bodies have 

an obligation to provide in the interests of public health and hygiene. 

 

The primary importance of collection and treatment of municipal waste is to protect public health and 

hygiene regardless of cost and difficulty of access of the location. Therefore the overall control of this 

service should belong to the public body. There remains however the ability of the public body to call on 

the services of private enterprises to undertake part or all of the service, through public procurement, 

concessions or public-private partnerships.  

 

2) Member States’ freedom of design – MOTION AGAINST 

 

Proposed by MEPs Holger KRAHMER (Liberal/Germany - also a Member of the committee on 

industry) and Britta REIMERS (Liberal/Germany) 

 

2a. Calls on the Commission to clarify that the collection and treatment of separately collected 

waste for recovery from private households cannot be seen as a service of general interest (SGI), 

with which only public undertakings can be entrusted. 

 

Comments from Municipal Waste Europe:  

The EU Commission does not prescribe a clear definition of “services of general interest” and leaves this 

to the Member States’ sphere of influence. 

This enables Member States to create and engage public enterprises in order to deliver such services of 

general interest. With reference to Article 106(2) AEUV/ Art. 86(2) EGV the ECJ underlined several 

times that the objective of this provision is to reconcile Member States’ interest in using certain 

enterprises, in particular public enterprises, as an instrument of economic or fiscal policy with the 

Community’s interest in ensuring compliance with the rules on competition and the preservation of the 

unity of the common market.  

 

A private company will only deliver a service, in this case collection and treatment of waste for recovery, 

if this is an economically viable activity. For this reason, all municipal waste services must be classified as 

services of general interest, to ensure that they are delivered whatever the circumstance, with the option 

for the municipality to choose whether it cooperates with a private company for the delivery of that 

service. In every case, the public authority must maintain full responsibility for the correct delivery 

of the service. 
Justification:  

Disposal of household waste as a service of general interest 

The ECJ affirms that the removal and treatment of household refuse may be regarded as a service of general interest. 

In particular, removal and treatment of such household refuse could not be carried out by private enterprises for 

reasons of public health and environmental protection. 
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The slightest possibility that private services could have a negative impact on both public health and the environment 

is a sufficient legitimization for the ECJ to make this exception. 

Household waste disposal constitutes a service of general interest that also has to be pursued if it would result in a 

permanent loss of income for the disposal company. Therefore, waste disposal has correctly been classified as a duty 

to be pursued by local, public utilities. 

The question of whether the separate collection of recyclable materials is considered a service of general interest can 

be answered by means of Article 86(2) EGV/ Art. 106(2) AEUV. Therein Member States are permitted room to 

manoeuvre when it comes to characterising such services
1
. Furthermore, Member States are allowed to pursue their 

own public policy objectives by assigning such services to local public utilities. 

In addition, the following circumstances have to be regarded: 

a) Sharp price volatility of secondary raw materials 

Reusable fractions from private households are considered to be waste as they constitute a relevant potential for 

endangering the environment. This is mainly due to the fact that it is in the main interest of the causer (= the 

households) to dispose of this waste. For this reason, there is no continuity in the market value for reusable fractions. 

 

In particular, recent developments in commercial waste paper collection have shown heavy price fluctuations. In case 

of a collapse in prices this will likely lead to a retraction of private enterprises from that market. Against this 

background national legislators cannot be prevented from assigning public enterprises with the exclusive right of 

separately collecting reusable materials in order to safeguard the sustainable use of secondary raw materials.  

 

This argument can be supported by previous experience with commercial waste paper collectors. Firstly, private 

enterprises have proved not to be capable of comprehensive disposal and, furthermore, do not aim at identifying and 

collecting a maximum of the materials from the waste stream in the interest of the environment and resource 

efficiency, owing to their predominant economic interest. 

   

Therefore, the political goal of a continued and comprehensive collection of recyclable materials (as close to 100% 

recovery as possible, with zero waste the final goal) regardless of any market fluctuation justifies the assignment of 

this task to public enterprises in terms of serving the general interest.  

 

b) Member States’ sphere of influence on funding SGI’s   

The EU Commission’s White Paper on Services of General Interest accords Member States a sphere of influence 

concerning the funding of such services. 

The underlying principle is that Member States are permitted to choose financial instruments independently. On this 

account, the public enterprises’ funding of their general waste management with revenues resulting from reusable 

fractions is justifiable.  

It follows from the above that public enterprises are permitted to finance themselves by pursuing exclusive rights 

assigned by the government.  

 

c) Collection of reusable materials, according to the Waste Framework Directive  

According to Article 11 (1) of the Waste Framework Directive Member States have to take measures to support 

high-quality recycling.  

In addition, Community law itself classifies the collection of reusable materials as a service of general interest.  

The Waste Framework Directive further demands the implementation of separate collection of paper, metal, plastic 

and glass until 2015. For this reason and according to Article 11(1) of the Waste Framework Directive separate 

collection cannot be left to the open market. Instead, is requires Member State governments to take measures in order 

to safeguard public health and the environment and in so doing to adhere to the EU Commission’s Waste Framework 

Directive.  

 

Thanking you for your close consideration of these proposals, and remaining at your disposal for further information,  

 

Vanya Veras,  

Secretary General 

                                                 

 
 


